Minimaus

The Mechanik
Roll intake:
All eight cleaning and transport rolls
are connected by a spur gear unit
and are powered by an angular gear
of the tractors power take off. This
way of gear goes absolutely mechanically and is for this reason most
effective. Another advantage of an
mechanical gear is its simple and robust construction which is characterised by ease of maintenance and longevity. Also long-lasting buit are the
rolls with their hard-faced layer.
Bands:
The transport band frame weigh 250 kg and has a solid stand for every situation. Because of its
clever constuction it is nevertheless very warp resistant and robust. Special kinematics enable the
panning in an area of 200° and are characterised by a simple and free from play machinery.

Scraper:
Only five construction elements are
necessary for the scraper to intake
the left beet. Special hydraulic cylinder with hollow-bored plunger carry
the function of a sash frame at the
same time.

Road drive:
You have the choice: 25, 40, 60 or even 80 km/h are possible. For the ride on the street, the
Minimaus can be easily caved in and pulled by a tractor like a regular trailer. If you attach importance to speed, there is also an 80 km/h version of the Minimaus.

The electronics
Concept:
During the development of electronics, we paid special attention to sureness in use.
Difficult parts in work machines are
often plug-in connections and wires,
so less is more. For this reason, there are only three wires: plus, minus
and a safe data bus.

Control:
Every valve connector has its own intelligence. They analyse signals which come from the
controler and know exactly when they have to react. The big advantage is not only the simple
wiring, but also the valve connector with its own error control and the ability to give information
to the display.

Control panel
In modern tractors there is
hardly room for additional
cockpit equipment, that is why
we have developed a little
console with a small joystick,
button and color touch screen
which can be set on the armrest.

The hydraulics

Hydraulics:
In the basic execution there are two
hydraulic circulations. One of them
provides the central hydraulic control
block which controls all functions and
can be equiped with load-sensing
depending on the tractor. This
hydraulic control block satisfies because of its simple emergency actuation underneath a cap. The second
circulation drives the filter bands and
contains an additional cooler. Also
available is a hydraulic reverse arrangement which facilitates significantly maintenance work at the roll
intake. We also offer an integrated
hydraulic for tractors with insufficient
hydraulics.

A few words about the tractor

Basically the horsepower of the tractor is not essential. You need to have
a minimal charge weight of 8 tons
which is usual for engine-power classes from 180 HP and absolutely
enough. The Minimaus is designed as
installation in the front or in the back
with reverse gear ( Kat.2 and
Kat.3 ) . But in this case the Minimaus
doesn ‘ t depend on the tractor at all,
it has a special gearing mechanism
for both placing possibilities. The power take off should be a 540 one, on and off switchable and
placed where desired. Besides the tractor must have a hydraulic double action connecion with 100
l/min, a double action connection with about 30 l/min and a free reflux. Also necessary is a 12 volt
power outlet in the cabin. For the ride on the street there must be a cone clutch K80, a 7- or 13-pole
light outlet and a double action hydraulic connection.

The most important advantages:
- absolutely new machine category in single manning
- maximal profit, minimal effort
- up to 80 km/h on the road
- no excess width, length and weight
- low running costs
- simple and robust construction
- low purchase costs
- developed and constructed with 30 years experience in sugar beet technique
- 0,07 liter fuel consumption for one ton of beet, cleaning and loading
- fast supply of spare-parts

technical facts:
length x width x high
( r oad drive ) :

ca. 8,2m x 2,3m x 3,2m

weight:

5,3 tons
One-part roll intake 5,3m width; 6 cleaning and transport rolls;
low conduct via two hydraulic adjustable runners

Intake:

15 sqm cleaning surface, 2 falling steps, adjustable cleaning intensity by the intake
leaning

Cleaning:
Bands:

600 mm width, endless with stone flaps; +/- 30° rotatable

Load width:

8m

Load high:

4,5 m

-200 t/h or 10min/truck depending on the pollution

Leistung

fuel consumption: 2l/truck
power take off at desired place; CVT gearing; 8 tons minimal charge weight; 150l
hydraulic power
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